
Chilled to 4° C for milk 
perfection
The innovative milk cooler not only creates the perfect experience 
for the palate, but looks stylish too. Milk with an ideal temperature 
of 4° C combined with optimum hygiene provides the perfect basis 
for creating a wide range of recipes. Elegant design, robust materials, 
high-quality aluminium details and optimum convenience make the 
Cool Control the perfect accessory for any automatic coffee machine.

Technical data

Holding capacity stainless steel container 1.1 l

Cable length approx. 1.8 m

Weight approx. 2.5 kg

Dimensions (W × H × D) 14.4 × 22.5 × 21.7 cm

Article number 24055

Optional accessory  
Wireless Transmitter 24031

Cool Control 1.0 l



Maximum convenience
The fact that milk can be added quickly and easily without needing 
to remove the milk container, the digital temperature display and 
the push-on aluminium cover, which is optimally adapted to the 
container, provide easy handling and maximum convenience.

Optimum hygiene
Perfectly fitting connectors ensure optimum milk hygiene from Cool 
Control to cup. From the high-quality stainless steel container to the 
suction lance, all components that come into contact with milk are 
dishwasher-safe, making them very easy to clean: stainless steel 
container / silicone ring / cover / metal tube / adapter.

Ingenious design
The design of the Cool Control reflects the classic JURA look and is 
perfectly matched with the simple handling and optimum hygiene 
of the device. The Cool Control features premium materials, a solid, 
high-quality aluminium cover and elegant ventilation slots. With its 
clean, minimalist lines, the Cool Control 1.0 l harmonises with any 
JURA coffee machine.

JURA – If you love coffee

Perfect milk results
With the Cool Control you can create fresh, fine-textured milk foam 
for on-trend drinks such as the flat white, with perfect results every 
time. To achieve this the milk is kept chilled to an optimum 4° C. The 
device also prevents the problem of splashing while coffee is being 
prepared. The continuous wireless communication between the Cool 
Control and the automatic coffee machine*, plus the newly  integrated 
level indicator, ensure that the user is always reminded when the 
cooler needs to be topped up with milk.

*By using the Wireless Transmitter (available as an option) the Cool Control

is  compatible with all JURA automatic speciality coffee machines that are 

equipped with Smart Connect.
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